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Tiltspace puzzle game arrives on the App Store and Google Play
Published on 12/28/16
Finland based Logicnap today introduces Tiltspace 1.0, its free and unique interactive
puzzle game for iOS and Android devices. Offering addicting dynamic gameplay, Tiltspace
was specifically designed to captivate users and test how quickly they can take on a
tricky challenge. Featuring over 100 challenging levels arranged in many game worlds to be
unlocked, this puzzle game sharpens your reaction, increases spatial sense and strengthens
brain age all while having fun.
Espoo, Finland - Logicnap, a newly emerging mobile game development studio, is excited
today to announce the launch of Tiltspace 1.0, its unique puzzle game for iOS and Android
devices. Tiltspace is the company's most innovative new gaming title that blends logical
thinking and game skills. Featuring over 100 challenging levels and many more worlds to be
unlocked, this maze game sharpens your reaction, increases spatial sense and strengthens
brain age all while having fun. Players can connect their Facebook account to keep track
of interactive leaderboards. If offers addictingly dynamic gameplay and enough hard levels
to keep players entertained.
Tiltspace was created to offer millions of people worldwide the ability to combine an
entertaining, fun and stimulating puzzle experience all in one, right in the palm of their
hands. The rules of the game are quite simple. To win the game, the player has to swipe
the screen to roll all the coloured balls to their matching goals while keeping the enemy
away from the goal. The score is calculated from the moves made as well the time you spend
to pass the level. As you progress the game stages get harder and harder. If you're stuck
then Tiltspace can help you with a hint and lets you earn additional hints by watching
sponsored videos.
Tiltspace is a fun and interactive puzzle game that was designed to captivate users and
test how quickly they can take on a tricky challenge. With more than 100 uniquely designed
levels and many game worlds, this game offers unique combination of sharp thinking skills
and extreme concentration that are necessary for players to achieve the goal and advance
to the next stage. With colorful radiant design, Tiltspace is extremely easy to learn and
provides everyone from casual gamers to hardcore puzzle enthusiasts alike hours of
entertainment. There is no age limit for Tiltspace, this game is unlimited fun created for
players of all ages & this puzzle game experience might steal your free time before you
even know it.
Device Requirements:
* iPhone, iPad, and iPod touch
* Requires iOS 7.0 or later
* 158 MB
Pricing and Availability:
Tiltspace 1.0 is Free and available worldwide through the App Store in the Games category.
There is also an Android version available on Google Play. For more information, please
visit Tiltspace's official website.
Logicnap:
http://logicnap.com/
Tiltspace 1.0:
http://www.tiltspacegame.com/
Download from iTunes:
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https://itunes.apple.com/app/tiltspace/id1045464131
Download from Google Play:
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.logicnap.tiltspace_game
Screenshot:
http://a2.mzstatic.com/us/r30/Purple71/v4/46/a3/27/46a3274cbd8c-7af5-393a-241d77ee6b4a/screen696x696.jpeg
App Icon:
http://is2.mzstatic.com/image/thumb/Purple6/v4/73/d0/89/73d089a8-a53eaeb8-9cd9-e76e61f6126e/source/175x175bb.jpg

Based in Espoo, Finland, Logicnap is a mobile game development company focused on making
a
series of logical puzzle games, based on new puzzle mechanisms invented by creative and
technical professionals with a shared passion for creating original and innovative new
mobile gaming experiences. All Material and Software (C) Copyright 2016 Logicnap. All
Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone, iPod and iPad are registered trademarks of
Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries. Other trademarks and registered trademarks
may be the property of their respective owners.
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